
LECTURE III
 Excitation of collective modes in neutron-rich



Standard giant modes



Nuclear response to electron scattering:
Low-lying and high-lying states



Inelastic excitation: role of giant resonances

Electron scattering on 208Pb

Different
multipolarities ….
(giant monopole,
giant dipole,
giant quadrupole,
etc)







Heavy-ion inelastic scattering

With increasing bombarding energy, dipole
excitation via Coulomb field dominates



Systematics of dipole
(GDR) and quadrupole
(GQR) resonances

dipole

quadrupole



Quadrupole giant resonance:
Microscopic description in
Terms of coherent superposition
Of particle-hole excitation.

Model: RPA

Unperturbed p-h

RPA



Multipole response
For 208Pb
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Collective state:
comparison of RPA
transition density
with macroscopic
transition density
(δρ (r) ~ dρ/dr)

Lowest 2+ state in 208Pb



How to excite these collective states?
For example via heavy-ion collisions



Formfactors for
the excitation of
 collective states



For a given multipolarity L all form factors, for
large distances (larger than the nuclear size) have 
the same radial dependence, scaling as the square 
root of the corresponding B(EL) value

             F(R) ~ [B(EL)]1/2 / r (L+1)

So, neglecting dynamical factors due to Q-value 
effects, the Coulomb excitation function is a direct 
measure of the multipole strength function

Coulomb form factors



Nuclear form factors

• For collective states, form factors are well 
  approximated by the collective forms, BUT
• in general the form factors do not have the 
  same shape
• and, even on the tail, they do not scale with 
  the square root of the corresponding multipole 
  strength
• Obs: dependence on the multipolarity, which is 
  absent for example in the Bohr-Mottelson 
  collective ff



Selectivity
of the
different
reactions

• photoabsorption           Coulomb (dipole)

• (e.e’)                             Coulomb

• (p.p’)                             Coulomb (relatively weak)

                                       Nuclear (isosc+isov)

• (α,α’ )                             Coulomb (relatively weak)

                                       Nuclear (isosc)

• (16O,16O’)                    Coulomb

                                       Nuclear (isosc)

•(17O,17O’)                    Coulomb

                                       Nuclear (isosc+weak isov)

•(208Pb,208Pb’)              Coulomb (dominant)

                                       Nuclear (isosc+weak isov)



How the properties of the collective states
change with increasing neutron number?
Let us follow their evolution moving far
from the stability



Let me start with the “standard”
GDR (Giant Dipole Resonance) and
follow its evolution as one moves
from the stability line
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Response dominated by the Giant Dipole Resonance (GDR)

Dipole Response (HF+RPA SGII)
(Catara etal, 1996; cf also Hamamoto etal, 1996)



Transition density
with nonvanishing
isoscalar  component

Transition densities to Giant Dipole
Resonance (HF+ RPA) in nuclei with a

neutron skin



Transition densities to GDR (in RPA)
 Comparison with collective model



Comment:
The isoscalar/isovector mixed character of the
GDR opens the possibility of exciting the state by
isoscalar nuclear field (as in (α,α’) reactions).  In
fact the isoscalar transition density (and the
consequent isoscalar nuclear formfactor)
becomes, in leading order, directly proportional to
the neutron skin Δr.  So the excitation of the GDR
via isoscalar fields may provide a tool to
determine the neutron skin Δr.



So far for the usual Giant Dipole
Resonance.  But what about the Giant
Quadrupole Resonance (GQR)?



Quadrupole response

N ~ Z

Neutron 
rich

Mixing of isoscalar and isovector strength in neutron rich nuclei
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The combined use of isoscalar (e.g. α,α’) and
isovector probes (e.g. p,p’) can lead to the
determination of isoscalar and isovector
quadrupole transition moments and from those
the neutron and proton transition moments Mn
and Mp



From the ratio of neutron and proton moments one can
then extract the value of the neutron skin.

In fact, for a quadrupole state within the collective model
(in-phase vibration) one gets:

• with equal proton and neutron radii
   (δρn=Ν/Ζ δρp)
                      Mn/Mp=N/Z
• with a neutron skin (Δr)
 Mn/Mp=
          N/Z [(1+A/N ΔR/2R)/(1-A/Z ΔR/2R)]
                ~ N/Z (1+A2/NZ ΔR/2R)



So far for the usual Giant Resonances.
But what about the low-lying

region in the dipole response (7-10 MeV)?

Obs  We are NOT discussing here the
   threshold strength arising

   from the possible halo nature of the system



Special interest has been devoted to the
evolution of multipole response in neutron-
rich nuclei and in particular to the possible
existence of Pygmy Dipole modes

Data are still scarce.  On the other side
there are many predictions, mainly within
mean-field + RPA (non-relativistic,
relativistic, discrete, continuum, ………).  For
the low-lying dipole strength different
models  predict similar amounts but may
differ in the nature of these states.
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Other example:
Sn isotopes
(Lanza etal, 2009)



Dipole strength distribution in Tin isotopes

HF+RPA (SGII)


